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ABSTRACT. Objective: Alcohol use causes approximately 10% of
deaths among adults ages 20–65 in the United States. Although previous
research has demonstrated differential age-related risk relationships, it
is difficult to estimate the magnitude of selection bias attributable to
premature mortality based on existing cohort studies, the average age of
which is greater than 50 years. The objective of our study was to assess
the distribution of mortality-related harms and benefits from alcohol
among adults ages 20 and older in comparison with the distribution
among those older than age 50. Method: Data from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention’s Alcohol-Related Disease Impact software application from 2006–10 were used to determine the distribution
of alcohol-attributable deaths (AADs) and the years of potential life lost
(YPLLs) that was caused or prevented by alcohol for 54 conditions by

15-year age groupings (20–34, 35–49, 50–64, 65+) in the United States.
We also determined the proportion of net deaths and YPLLs occurring
in each age group, overall and by cause of death. Results: Adults ages
20–49 years experienced 35.8% of the deaths and 58.4% of the YPLLs
caused by alcohol, whereas the same group accrued only 4.5% of AADs
and 14.2% of YPLLs gained. Overall, 46.3% of the total net deaths and
64.7% of the net YPLLs occurred among those ages 20–49; adding net
deaths occurring among those ages 20–49 to those occurring after age
50 results in an 86.3% relative increase in net deaths. Conclusions:
Because of premature mortality, alcohol-mortality associations based
on cohort studies may underestimate negative health consequences
compared with those among the general population. (J. Stud. Alcohol
Drugs, 80, 000–000, 2019)

T

ated by age 21 in more than 90% of drinkers in developed
countries (Degenhardt et al., 2008), the initiation of alcohol
consumption may occur decades before typical ages of
enrollment among typical cohorts used to assess the health
effects of alcohol. Deaths at relatively younger ages are
rarely from chronic diseases (e.g., cardiovascular disease)
for which alcohol may play a preventive role. Therefore, assuming that relatively young persons are more likely to die
from alcohol consumption than they are to die from a lack of
drinking, enrolling relatively older persons in studies would
be expected to minimize risk relationships (or maximize
potential benefits) compared with an analysis that included
all drinking initiates (Gmel et al., 2003; Naimi et al., 2017).
Previous studies have demonstrated that age influences
the relationships between alcohol consumption and health
outcomes, both in the aggregate and on a condition-specific
basis (Britton & McPherson, 2001; Global Burden of Disease 2016 Collaborators, 2018; Mäkelä, 1998; Marmet et
al., 2014; Rehm et al., 2009; Shield & Rehm, 2015; World
Health Organization, 2014). Specifically, studies generally find that, in the aggregate (e.g., all-cause mortality),
alcohol-related risk is higher among relatively younger
persons compared with older persons. In addition, even on a
condition-specific basis (e.g., coronary heart disease [CHD]),
younger ages appear to be associated with greater risk (Zhao

HE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN alcohol consumption and mortality is increasingly controversial, but it
has important implications for public health and for the
development of alcohol policy strategies. Data informing
alcohol-mortality relationships is derived principally from
observational studies (e.g., cohort studies). Most cohort
studies used to study the health effects of alcohol consumption were designed to study risk factors for chronic disease
outcomes such as cardiovascular disease and cancer and
typically enroll adults of middle age and older. Because
alcohol may be related to premature mortality (i.e., relative
to the typical age at cohort enrollment), this is a potentially
important source of selection bias (Naimi et al., 2017).
Because alcohol consumption has health effects across
the life course, it would be ideal to measure mortality from
studies that are representative of ages during which alcohol
is consumed. However, because alcohol consumption is initi-
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et al., 2017). This may be attributable to effect modification
on the basis of age, age-related differences in patterning of
consumption (most studies assess only average consumption levels), or selection bias from premature mortality as
discussed above.
However, findings about alcohol-mortality relationships
are rarely contextualized with respect to the age of study
participants, and in fact information about the mean age or
mean weighted age (in the case of meta-analyses) of study
participants is rarely reported. This makes it difficult to assess the potential magnitude of selection bias from premature mortality. However, in recent meta-analyses conducted
by members of our research team, one on all-cause mortality
(Stockwell et al., 2016) and another on CHD (Zhao et al.,
2017), the mean weighted age at cohort enrollment was in
the early 50s in both studies. This age should be similar to
the typical age of subjects in other meta-analyses, since ours
generally included the same studies as prior meta-analyses,
plus several more recent studies. This offered the opportunity
to estimate the potential magnitude of selection bias from
alcohol-attributable premature mortality and years of life
lost before and after age 50 using population-based health
outcome data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC).
Method
Alcohol-attributable deaths (AADs) and years of potential
life lost (YPLLs) data from all levels of alcohol use by age
group and gender were obtained from the CDC’s AlcoholRelated Disease Impact (ARDI) software application. A
full description of the methods and references involved has
been published on the ARDI website (CDC, 2015). In brief,
the ARDI application estimates AADs and YPLLs for 54
medical conditions in the United States using cause of death
data from the National Vital Statistics System and the Fatality Analysis Reporting System. The most recent version of
ARDI covers deaths in the United States from 2006 to 2010,
and was used for this analysis. Some conditions in ARDI are
100% alcohol attributable (e.g., alcoholic liver cirrhosis).
Others rely on estimates of alcohol involvement from metaanalyses or complete samples (e.g., alcohol-related motor
vehicle crashes). Most chronic conditions rely on populationattributable fraction calculations based on adjusted prevalence estimates of various levels of alcohol consumption and
relative risk estimates from published meta-analyses.
ARDI provides default data tables of the harms (AADs
and YPLLs caused by alcohol) and benefits (AADs and
YPLLs prevented) for various levels of alcohol use gender
and age categories (0–19, 20–34, 35–49, 50–64, and 65+).
We excluded deaths among the 0- to 19-year-old category
since a high proportion of those deaths are caused by others’
alcohol use (e.g., young passengers killed in alcohol-related
crashes), and because most drinkers have begun consum-

ing by age 20 (Degenhardt et al., 2008). To calculate the
proportion of alcohol-attributable deaths from each disease
occurring in any given age, we divided the number of deaths
in that age group by the total number of deaths across all age
groups and multiplied by 100.
To also investigate the distribution of AADs and YPLLs
for different causes of death, we divided the 54 conditions
into categories of related conditions, as shown in Table 1. We
combined the data given by ARDI for the harms and benefits
to calculate the net proportion of AADs and YPPLs overall
and for each of the disease categories.
Results
In the United States from 2006 to 2010, 35.8% of AADs
(i.e., deaths caused by alcohol) accrued to individuals 20–49
years of age, whereas only 4.5% of AADs prevented by alcohol accrued to this age group (Figure 1). Conversely, the
65+ age group accounted for approximately 35% of AADs
caused by alcohol versus approximately 80% of AADs prevented by alcohol. Men were disproportionately likely to
experience AADs caused by alcohol at young ages compared
with women, who were disproportionately likely to have
AADs prevented by alcohol at older ages (e.g., 65+).
In terms of YPLLs, 58.4% of YPLLs caused by alcohol
accrued to those ages 20–49, whereas only 14.2% of YPLLs
prevented (i.e., years of life saved) accrued to this age group
(Figure 2). Those age 65 and older accounted for less than
15% of YPLLs caused by alcohol, but they accounted for
more than 50% of YPLLs prevented by alcohol. Similar sexspecific differences were found for YPLLs as for AADs.
AADs and YPLLs caused and prevented were combined
to calculate the net AADs and net YPLLs for deaths from all
conditions and for nine disease categories, and the percentage of AADs and YPPLs in each category was apportioned
by age group (Table 1). Across all disease categories, 46.3%
(35,883 / 77,391) of the net deaths and 64.7% (1,508,371 /
2,331,330) of the net YPLLs accrued to those ages 20–49.
In terms of disease categories with a disproportionately
large impact among relatively young ages, among deaths
from transport, violence, and “other” disease categories,
more than 50% of the net AADs and YPLLs accrued to
those ages 20–49 years. By contrast, approximately 90% of
the net AADs and YPLLs caused by alcohol for cancer, and
100% of the net AADs and YPLLs prevented by alcohol for
cardiovascular diseases, accrued to those age 50 and older.
Discussion
Although prior research has documented differential risk
of alcohol-attributable harms on the basis of age (Global
Burden of Disease 2016 Collaborators, 2018), this analysis
examined the age distribution of deaths and years of potential life lost caused and prevented by alcohol in the United
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Table 1. Percentage of neta deaths and life years lost attributable to alcohol, by age group and disease category, Alcohol Related
Disease Impact application, 2006–2010
Variable

20–34

Net alcohol-attributable deaths by age group (years)
All causes
19.00%
Transportb
43.90%
Violencec
37.30%
Otherd
27.20%
e
Neurological
6.50%
Alcohol toxicityf
6.50%
Injuriesg
5.80%
Gastrointestinalh
1.90%
i
Cardiovascular
0.50%
Cancerj
0.40%
Net years of potential life lost by age group (years)
All causes
32.00%
Transport
57.50%
Violence
52.00%
Other
38.10%
Neurological
14.80%
Alcohol
11.50%
Injuries
18.90%
Gastrointestinal
3.90%
Cardiovascular
2.40%
Cancer
1.20%

35–49

50–64

65+

Total

27.30%
31.10%
30.00%
40.60%
19.10%
31.90%
8.90%
22.60%
-0.30%
6.30%

33.70%
18.50%
21.10%
25.40%
32.20%
45.80%
14.20%
46.00%
-14.20%
32.90%

20.00%
6.50%
11.50%
6.80%
42.30%
15.80%
71.20%
29.50%
-86.00%
60.40%

77,391
11,856
14,595
8,677
989
7,401
9,656
23,701
-13,109
13,625

32.70%
29.00%
30.10%
41.40%
30.50%
40.70%
20.20%
33.60%
-0.40%
13.20%

27.40%
11.70%
14.30%
18.40%
34.30%
40.40%
21.70%
47.40%
-30.20%
46.60%

7.90%
1.80%
3.50%
2.10%
20.40%
7.40%
39.20%
15.00%
-71.90%
38.90%

2,331,330
464,757
532,483
311,794
21,985
204,304
150,625
558,264
-135,615
222,731

aNegative

numbers indicate net benefits—that is, deaths prevented or prevented years of life lost. bTransport causes included air-space
transport, motor vehicle non–traffic crashes, motor vehicle traffic crashes, other road vehicle crashes, and water transport. cViolence
causes included child maltreatment, homicide, and suicide. d“Other” causes included alcoholic myopathy, fetal alcohol syndrome,
fetus and newborn affected by maternal use of alcohol, low birth weight/prematurity/intrauterine growth retardation, psoriasis, and
spontaneous abortion. eNeurological causes included alcoholic polyneuropathy, alcoholic psychosis, degeneration of nervous system
due to alcohol, and epilepsy. fAlcohol toxicity causes included alcohol abuse, alcohol dependence, alcohol poisoning, excessive
blood alcohol level, and suicide by exposure to alcohol. gInjury causes included drowning, fall injuries, fire injuries, firearm injuries,
and occupational and machine injuries. hGastrointestinal causes included acute pancreatitis, alcohol-induced chronic pancreatitis,
alcoholic gastritis, alcoholic liver disease, cholelithiasis, chronic hepatitis, chronic pancreatitis, esophageal varices, gastroesophageal
hemorrhage, liver cirrhosis unspecified, and portal hypertension. iCardiovascular causes included alcohol cardiomyopathy, hypertension, ischemic heart disease, hemorrhagic stroke, ischemic stroke, and supraventricular cardiac dysrhythmia. jCancer causes included
breast cancer (women only), esophageal cancer, laryngeal cancer, liver cancer, oropharyngeal cancer, and prostate cancer (men only).

States, with a particular focus on mortality occurring among
people age 20 and older compared with that among persons
age 50 and older. We focused on this comparison because the
average age in most cohort studies used to examine alcoholmortality relationships is over age 50 (Di Castelnuovo et al.,
2006; Stockwell et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017). Our findings
show that those over age 50 experience more of the potential
mortality benefits from alcohol consumption and fewer of
the harms from alcohol consumption compared with those
accrued to all those over age 20 (i.e., ages after which most
persons have begun to drink alcohol). Therefore, assuming
that study cohorts have a reasonably similar age distribution
of deaths as comparably aged persons in the general population, our findings suggest that existing meta-analyses of the
alcohol-mortality relationship underestimate alcohol-related
risks compared with those for drinkers of all ages. For individual conditions rather than all-cause mortality, the age
distribution of their alcohol-attributable death would affect
the degree of premature mortality.
Premature mortality is a type of selection bias, because
deceased persons cannot be enrolled in cohort studies. The
impact of this bias is related to the proportion of alcohol’s
mortality effect that occurs before the age of cohort enroll-

ment (Naimi et al., 2017). In this study, more than one third
of deaths caused by alcohol occurred among individuals
younger than age 50, whereas the vast majority of deaths
prevented by alcohol accrued to those age 50 and older (e.g.,
>90% of deaths and YPLLs prevented by cardiovascular
disease are captured among those 50 and older). In terms of
net deaths from all causes (total deaths caused minus those
prevented), almost half (46.3%) occurred before age 50,
whereas 53.7% occurred afterward. Therefore, adding deaths
that occur from ages 20 to 49 to those that occur after age 50
represents an 86.3% relative increase in the net number of
alcohol-attributable deaths (i.e., the relative increase between
53.7 and 100.0). Compared with AADs, YPLLs caused by
alcohol were skewed even younger, and YPLLs prevented
by alcohol skewed even older. For example, adding the net
YPLLs among those ages 20–49 to those that occur at age
50 or older results in a 250% relative increase in the net
YPLLs.
It is tempting to say that this issue could be addressed by
carefully contextualizing findings from cohort studies on the
basis of age. However, findings from studies of established
drinkers might not be the same as effects among older persons who might begin to drink, or purposefully continue to
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Figure 1.
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Proportion of alcohol-attributable deaths caused (left) and prevented (right) by age group in years and sex, United States, 2006–2010.

Figure 2. Proportion of alcohol-attributable years of potential life lost (YLLS) caused (left) and prevented (right) by age group in years and sex, United
States, 2006–2010.
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drink, in order to prolong life. One reason for this is that
those who are established drinkers at age 50 are “survivors”
of their alcohol consumption who might have been healthier
or have had safer drinking patterns compared with all persons who began to drink (Gmel et al., 2003; Haber et al.,
2016; Naimi et al., 2017; Staff & Maggs, 2017). Conversely,
nondrinkers who start to drink in middle age would include
some who are more vulnerable to alcohol and who might
have already died had they begun drinking earlier in life.
A recent meta-analysis of the relationship of alcohol
consumption with CHD mortality found different relationships on the basis of age. The meta-analysis included 45
studies, approximately 3 million participants, and 65,000
deaths (Zhao et al., 2017). Among cohorts with a mean age
at enrollment of 56 years or older, there was significant protection from CHD mortality for low- (adjusted relative risk
[RR] = 0.81, 95% confidence interval [CI] [0.69, 0.95]) and
medium-volume consumption (RR = 0.77, 95% CI [0.66,
0.90]). However, there was no significant protection for
cohorts whose mean age at enrollment was 55 years or less
(RR = 0.95, 95% CI [0.75, 1.21] for low-volume drinkers,
RR = 1.04, 95% CI [0.81, 1.34] for medium-volume drinkers). Of note, cohorts in the studies selected for the latter
analysis were all followed up to a mean age of at least 60
years and many considerably older—that is, ages at which
coronary heart disease is more likely to occur.
This study is subject to caveats and limitations. This was
a study in the United States, and so it is not necessarily generalizable to other developed nations. However, U.S. studies
contribute more data than any other country to meta-analyses
of total mortality and cardiovascular disease, and our findings of relatively large proportions of deaths occurring
before age 50, and of beneficial effects occurring after age
50, are consistent with global estimates and those from other
developed nations (Britton & McPherson, 2001; Mäkelä,
1998; Marmet et al., 2014; Rehm et al., 2009; Shield &
Rehm, 2015; World Health Organization, 2014).
For some disease categories, alcohol-attributable fraction
estimates rely on relative risk estimates from meta-analyses
and so are likely subject to the same issues of selection bias
discussed in this article, as well as other limitations such
as confounding. However, for conditions that are classified
by ARDI as fully alcohol attributable (e.g., alcohol-related
motor vehicle crash fatalities, other unintentional injuries),
ARDI uses direct estimates that do not require relative risks,
and these conditions also tend to affect people at ages that
would precede eligibility for most cohort studies. The ARDI
system does not apportion deaths or YPLLs solely on the
basis of average consumption levels, so it is not possible to
determine the relative differences in possible age-related selection bias among those with various patterns of consumption (i.e., “moderate” vs. heavy drinkers, binge drinkers, etc.;
Bagnardi et al., 2008). Last, since the development of the
ARDI application, there are an increased number of condi-
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tions that have been identified as being affected by alcohol.
It is unclear how including other conditions would have affected the results.
It is important to note that selection bias arising from
premature mortality is just one type of selection bias that may
occur in observational studies. Former drinker bias—that is,
including former drinkers in the nondrinking group along
with lifetime abstainers—has been previously recognized as
an important type of bias (Chikritzhs et al., 2009; Fillmore
et al., 2007). With older age of study participants comes
increased opportunity for drinkers to become former drinkers and introduces the potential for a type of selection bias
that is often referred to as “sick quitter” bias, a bias that has
received considerable attention in the scientific literature
(Shaper et al., 1988; Wannamethee & Shaper, 1998). In addition, alcohol-related morbidity (e.g., use disorder, other
associated mental health conditions, alcohol-related injuries
with residual sequelae) may mean that affected individuals
are less likely to be able to participate, or be eligible to participate, as members of study cohorts (Jousilahti et al., 2005).
Based on recent evidence, the notion of protective effects from moderate alcohol consumption, particularly for
all-cause mortality, is increasingly controversial (Global
Burden of Disease 2016 Collaborators, 2018; Holmes et al.,
2014; Stockwell et al., 2016; Wood et al., 2018). Overall,
this study adds to the literature questioning protective effects
for alcohol on all-cause mortality. However, it is important to
acknowledge that there are many reasons why people choose
to drink or not to drink alcohol apart from its health effects,
and that most who choose to drink can do so with relatively
low risk.
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